
SpiderLine™ is a safe, reliable and proven fall protection solution for ironworkers and 
those navigating bridges, construction sites, roof tops and other elevated surfaces. 
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› Easy to install
› Various base options for optimized jobsite flexibility
› Improved energy absorber shear pin prevents  

over-tensioning and improves tension indication, 
minimizing the frequency of part replacement.

› Standard modular stanchion post makes it more 
affordable than competitors’ systems.

› Trip hazards are eliminated with the low-profile 
chain and the 12.5-degree vertical angle, which 
creates an open walkway.

› Wide clamp option accommodates beams  
up to 36 in. (914 mm) wide with flanges up to  
3 3/8 in. (86 mm) thick.

› Meets CFR 29 OSHA 1926 Subpart M and  
CSA Z259.13-04 requirements

› Maximized uptime with unmatched support from  
the industry’s largest branch network

SpiderLine™
Temporary Horizontal Lifeline 



 Typical system with I-beam chain clamp base

 Pass-through feature  
 eliminates the need to  
 frequently unhook the  
 lanyard.

SpiderLine™ Specifications
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Since 1947, Spider has led the suspended powered access industry with innovative solutions to commercial 
construction, elevator, infrastructure, power generation, offshore and wind energy markets throughout the 
Americas. With highly specialized design expertise, fully integrated manufacturing and engineering, ISO 
9001:2015 certification, and a national network of sales, service and 24/7 technical support capabilities, 
Spider provides the most reliable, turnkey access solutions inspired by customer input.
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Max length
› 300 ft. (91.4 m)

Span between stanchions
› Max: 60 ft. (18.3 m)
› Min: 20 ft. (6.1 m)

 Various base options for optimal flexibility 

Max persons
› Per span: 2
› Per installation: 6

Wire rope
› 5/16 in. (7.9 mm)  5x26 WS


